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Introduction�

Tekton�

J�esus is spoken of as a carpenter. The word used to describe Jesus�

in the Greek version of the New Testament is,�ôÝêôï í ï ò (ôÝêôù í )�
transliterated as Tektonos or Tekton. This word is used to describe�

not just a carpenter, but also any craftsman. A stone mason or a�

metal worker as well as a builder would all be called tekton. It is�

possible then, that the family business of which Jesus was a part�

was similar to that of a jobbing builder today. Jesus may have been�

skilled in more than carpentry although the tradition of the church�

does not wholly support this. Justin Martyr, writing in the mid-2nd�

century (only about 80 years after the first Gospel), states that Je-�

sus was a carpenter who built yokes and ploughs like his father be-�

fore him.�(Dialogue with Trypho�88.8)�Justin tells us that Jesus used�

his woodworking trade to teach “the symbols of righteousness” to�

his followers and to encourage them to be productive. Sometime�

later, around 200 C.E., another Church Father – this time the pro-�

lific writer Origen – denies that Jesus was a carpenter and notes ex-�

plicitly that the Gospels do not, in fact, tell us this widely known�

“fact”. Clearly Origen understood that “�tekton�” was not a specific�

reference to carpentry.  Whatever we understand Jesus’ profession�

to have been, some of the skills he would have learned in working�

with wood will have influenced his outlook on life. This study gives�

you an opportunity to link the image of Jesus the carpenter with�

your journey of faith.�
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Session 1�
“Is this not the carpenter’s son?” Matthew 13.55�

What is the nature of faith?�

If you had to describe what faith is, what would�
you say? (take a few minutes to write down a�
definition of faith)�

Compare notes with your neighbour.�

Carpenter�
As a carpenter Jesus would have had to work�

hard in order to earn a living. Wood was scarce�

in the area of Galilee and would have been ex-�

pensive to buy. A carpenter would have to build�

up a good reputation if they wanted to keep a�

steady stream of work coming in. They would�

have to be people who could build relationships�

quickly and easily and those relationships would�

be sustained by honesty and respect. Reputation�
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HAND MADE�

Making an object out of�
wood using hand tools can�
take a considerable�
amount of time and skill.�
It takes time and skill to�
craft faith into something�
holy which will make�
people stop and look.�

THE RIGHT TOOLS�

If you are going to cut a�
piece of wood in half it is�
obvious that you would�
use a saw instead of a�
chisel. A chisel could cut�
the wood in half but it�
would not be the right�
tool and the resulting cut�
would not be very good.�
For us to grow in faith we�
need to use the right�
tools. We need to be with�
people of faith for our�
faith to grow; we need to�
study books of faith for�
our knowledge to grow;�
we need to live lives of�
faith for our experience of�
faith to grow. We can do�
these things on our own,�
but that is like cutting the�
wood in half with a chisel.�



is everything and as people of faith that is something we�

also need to be aware of. It is interesting to note that�

Jesus found his home-town the most difficult place in�

which to witness to God’s love and power. It was in the�

place where he was known as the ‘carpenter’s son’ that�

he found resistance to his teaching. What might this�

have to say to us as we witness and express our faith in�

the places where we are best known? Eventually Jesus’�

family became leaders in the church at Jerusalem. This�

reminds us that difficult is not the same as impossible.�

Questions for discussion or reflection�

What reputation does our church have?�

What reputation do I have?�

Do people find our church to be filled with people of�

honesty who show respect?�

Am I that sort of person?�

How might we increase our churches reputation within�

the community around us?�

How might I improve my own reputation?�

What are the negative things about living out our faith�

among those who know us best? What are the positive�

things?�
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Session 2�
“My yoke is easy and my burden is light.”�
Matthew 11:30�

How can a person grow in faith?�

What are the things needed for us to grow in�
faith? Make a list of ‘tools’ and ‘materials’ you�
might need in order for faith to grow.�

Yoke�
A yoke that was shaped well and fitted comforta-�
bly would make a big difference to the endurance�
of the oxen and their ability to work well. Choos-�
ing the right timber and shaping it would have�
taken a considerable amount of time and effort.�
But without the investment of time and effort the�
yoke would not fit well and would make the work�
harder. Faith takes time and effort if it is to grow�
in our lives. As Christians we have to build up�
daily habits which strengthen our minds and�
wills. Jesus, by making yokes over many years, at�

FAITH SHAPED�

When we think about�
growing and shaping our�
faith we need to be aware�
of the danger of faith be-�
ing shaped to fit us, rather�
than faith shaping us. In�
both cases faith will fit�
snugly, but in the former�
it will be a smaller thinner�
and subsequently weaker�
form of faith than the lat-�
ter.�

THE BURDEN�

Jesus promises a light bur-�
den, but it is still a burden�
which needs to be borne.�
We can speculate about�
the nature of the burden�
we are asked to bear be-�
cause Jesus does not spell�
it out for us. It might be�
faith, it might be witness-�
ing, it might simply be the�
fact that we are known as�
a Christian. Whatever the�
burden, we have to make�
the choice to bear it. Jesus�
asks us to take it, but we�
have to choose to do so.�



first under the instruction of his father, Joseph, would�
have honed and practiced his skills every day until they�
became part of him. These good habits made it possible�
for well fitting yokes to be made. Our daily struggle in�
seeking to live out our faith and to grow, also creates�
good habits by which we build a strong faith which fits�
us well. Such faith makes God’s work easier and enables�
us to have the strength to see the work through.�

Questions for discussion�

What does, or can, our church offer in order to help�
build good habits?�

What do you do  to help build good habits?�

What is the yoke that Jesus asks us to bear, as a church�
and as individuals?�

What are some of the things that prevent us from build-�
ing a strong faith? How might we overcome them?�

If we are comfortable with our church, does this mean�
that we have shaped it to fit us? Can others come in and�
change the shape of our church, or do they have to ‘fit�
in’?�

Do we seek to do what God wants, or do we try to get�
God to do what we want? How is this seen in our lives?�

Share with the group one thing you will do as a result of�
thinking about these things today. Write it down here.�
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STONE CASTLES IN THE�
AIR�

For us to build a lasting�
faith we need to have�
good foundations which�
are well maintained. If a�
building’s foundations are�
neglected, whether it is�
trees that are  allowed to�
send roots into them or�
water allowed to erode�
the soil under them, they�
will suffer from subsid-�
ence which leads to col-�
lapse of the whole�
building. The same is true�
of our faith. We must look�
to the care of our founda-�
tions, which is the rela-�
tionship we have with God�
through Jesus.�

HOLY FABRIC�

It is possible to feel the�
prayer in a building. It�
seeps out of the walls in a�
comforting way. The same�
can be true of people.�

Session 3�
“Do you see these stones? Not one will be�
left standing on the other.” Mark 13:2�

How can a person sustain faith?�

What are the qualities needed for us to sustain�
faith? Have a conversation with the person sitting�
next to you and write down what you both think.�

Stones�
Jesus may well have known all about building�
with stone as well as making things with wood.�
That would have made his prediction even more�
startling to those who heard it. The temple was�
the outward symbol of the permanence of the�
covenant between Israel and God. If the temple�
was destroyed, then that would be a sign to them�
that God had abandoned them. Jesus, though�
knows that the reality was that Israel had aban-�
doned God. The problem that Israel had to face�
and answer was the same problem Job had to�
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face. Where is God when all we hold dear is crumbling�
around us or is taken from us? Jesus knows that Israel�
has never fully answered that question, so he points the�
disciples to himself. They will come to know that even�
when all hope is taken from them, he will still be able to�
come and stand among them. Faith built on the founda-�
tion of a relationship with Jesus will stand the test of�
time and will be able to sustain the Christian through all�
that they have to endure. The love that Jesus shows is�
stronger than any bricks and mortar. Stronger even�
than rock. It is the strongest foundation a life can have.�

Questions for discussion�

When was the last time you checked your faith founda-�
tions?�

Jesus has been described as the cornerstone, or the�
keystone. How important is your relationship with him?�
How can it be developed into the most important rela-�
tionship of your life?�

What are the things that might be undermining your�
church community at the moment?�

Does your live exude holiness? Do others feel the�
prayer that is part of your life?�

Set yourself a challenge to sustain faith. Do something�
creative, or read a book that will challenge or inspire�
you and tell someone else about it afterwards.�
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OPENINGS�

Doors and gates are open-�
ings in walls or fences.�
That seems an obvious�
statement, but without�
them there would be no�
way in or out. Jesus talks�
about the thief climbing�
over the wall in order to�
steal. Part of our responsi-�
bility as Christians  is to�
make doors and gates in�
people’s lives, or at least�
to recognise their exist-�
ence. When we make�
friends with people and�
truly love them, we make�
or discover a door or gate�
into their souls. Without�
love we are just thieves�
who have  tricked our way�
into their lives.�

OIL�

Gates and doors need to�
be maintained if they are�
to function as they should.�
The hinges need oiling and�
the wood needs treating if�
the gate or door is to last.�
Let us pray for the power�
of the Holy Spirit to main-�
tain our gates and doors.�

Session 4�
“I am the gate for the sheep.” “I am the�
door.” John 10:7; 9�

How can a person share faith?�

Evangelism can be a scary word, but faith is not�
something which is designed to be kept secret. It�
has to be shared. Write a list of ways in which�
faith has been, or can be shared.�

Gate; Door�
Gates and doors are interesting things. They are�
very functional and we don’t often pay much at-�
tention to them, unless we are choosing a new�
one. Jesus would have made gates and doors as�
part of his work, so he knew the importance of�
gates and doors that worked properly. They had�
to be well fitting and strong. A gate or door has�
four functions. It keeps things in or out and it lets�
things in or out.  Jesus describes himself as a gate�
for he lets us into the kingdom and through him�
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God’s love is let out into the world. Jesus is the door to�
faith and he calls us to act as gates and doors to faith.�
Because of us people are able to come into the king-�
dom. However, we can also lock ourselves in and keep�
others out.�

Questions for discussion�

What sort of gate or door to faith are you?�

Is what ways is our church helpful for letting people in?�
Or in what ways does it keep people out?�

Have we responded to God’s call to enter into the king-�
dom through Jesus?�

What opportunities do we have to make or discover�
gates and doors in the lives of those around us?�

What can the church do to create more doors into the�
community in which we worship?�

What opportunities does our church offer to those who�
are seeking to increase their experience of the Holy�
Spirit? (What might it offer?)�
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Conclusion�

Joints�
Christ, Master Carpenter,�

We come rough-hewn to thee;�
At last, through wood and nails,�
Thou mad’st us whole and free.�

In this thy world remake us, planned�
To truer beauty of thine hand.�

(William Walsham How 1823-97 and Donald McIlhagga 1933-) HP 143 v3�

I don’t believe that anyone is born a Christian any�
more than a tree is born a chair! The tree has to be�
shaped into the form of a chair by skilled hands. It�
takes time to cut and plane, to turn and shave the�
wood into the shape that is needed. The wood is�
drilled or chiselled and joints are formed which need�
to fit well if the finished chair is to be strong and fulfil�
its function. As Christians we need to be shaped into�
the people that God knows we can be. We need to�
allow ourselves to be placed into the hands of the�
master craftsman, Jesus. We have to want him to cut�
and plane, to turn and shave, to drill and chisel every�
part of our lives until we become strong enough to�
fulfil our function. A tree is beautiful as it is, but when�
the wood has been in the hands of the carpenter it�
can take on a ‘truer beauty’ under his hand.�
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